Russian for Lawyers and Fundamentals of Russian Legal Tradition

Instructor: Victoria Martysh, M.A.
Native speaker, 20 years of teaching experience
And experience working in a Russian Law firm.
Currently, practices immigration law and citizenship process.

Email  ymartysh@law.du.edu
       bogat@juno.com

Time to Learn on Russia:
  ❖ Law
  ❖ Business
  ❖ Politics

This unique course is designed to expand your opportunities in the international legal field and abilities to succeed in a complex, interrelated world. Bilingual professor teaches the fundamentals of the Russian language with the profound emphasis on legal and economic topics. The students will learn the main concepts of the Russian Judicial System as well as business entities in Russia.

Certain legal topics will be introduced by Russian speaking attorneys and post graduate exchange students from Moscow State University, Russia.

Aspiring future lawyers will get a unique set of skills in order to work with Russian speaking clients in the United States and in Russia.

No previous knowledge of Russian is required.
Three semester hours.

The following legal topics will be introduced:

1. Legal Education in Russia: Common Law vs Civil Law
2. DU College of Law Library: Overview of Materials on Russian Federal Law
3. Business Organizations in Russia: Types of Corporate Bodies
4. Starting Business in Russia: Tips for a Foreign Investor
5. Court System of the Russian Federation
6. Russia: Energy and the Law
7. Trading Regulation of Russian Securities: The Russian Stock Exchange